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                    AUGMENT YOUR REALITY

                    MAGIC AND DRAGONS ARE WAITING


                    
                    
                        play now
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                        Immerse yourself in the fantasy world of augmented reality that surrounds you! Build your very own collection of winged horses, vampires, unicorns and other magical creatures. If your adventures and battles prove successful, you will ultimately be able to tame even the superior beasts - the Dragons of Elements!
Have you ever dreamed of commanding mighty dragons?

                        More about the game →
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                    Become the biggest worm
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                        Wormax.io is a modern remake of the classic Snake.
However, in Wormax.io, instead of your own tail and walls, the danger will come in the form of hundreds of thousands of cunning worms that will do their best to eat both your food and you. You’ll need to be cautious, because the sly inhabitants of the Worm Arena will stop at nothing to gain mass and climb to the top of the rating.
                        More about the game →
                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    Rule wise and lead your people toward the prosperity!

                    The city needs a ruler

                    
                    
                        play now
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                        My Lands is a multiplayer browser strategy game. The gameplay is based on a deadly feud between the forces of darkness and light in a vast fantasy world. The game mechanics ensure active interaction between players, joint economic development, and teaming up in clans and alliances. Active resource trade, development of cities and armies, tournaments, and battles over Black Gems, attract thousands of players online worldwide each and every day.
                        More about the game →
                    

                

            

        
            
                
                    Play three times longer!

                    Prolong the pleasure

                    
                    
                        play now
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                        Wormax2.io is the second generation of the famous Wormax.io. Players continue fighting for valuable colored spheres, but each worm now has 3 lives, which allows it to gain incredible size. This time the skins of worms are cute creatures, which are becoming more formidable with each new collision. See the reincarnation of your worm! Also, players can exchange emoticons to cheer each other up during a game session.
                        More about the game →
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            Elyland cancels ICO
            25 Sep 2018
        

    
    
        Elyland cancels token sales after the triumphant releases of Clash & GO and Selfie GO 
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            Ready… Steady… Clash & GO!
            20 Aug 2018
        

    
    
        Strategy and AR geolocation game Clash & GO is finally available right now on App Store and Google Play! 
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            Two new projects coming in the next couple of months!
            24 Apr 2018
        

    
    
        In the summer of 2018, we’ll be releasing two new products that utilize AR and blockchain technologies. 
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                    About us

                

                
                    ELYLAND Investment Company Limited is a company that has been developing games for the international market since 2007. Over a hundred highly-qualified professionals, only home-grown projects, big budgets, hundreds of thousands of players worldwide! We create, release and promote all our projects ourselves!

                

            

        



        
            
                creative & active team
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            Contact elyland


            

            Elyland Investment Company Limited

Headquarters

7 Florinis Street, Greg Tower, 2nd Floor

PC 1065 Nicosia – Cyprus
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